
Supplemental Materials and Methods 

Automated MCR Definition. (adapted from (1)): 

1. Segments with values > 0.4 or < –0.4 are identified as altered. 

2. If two or more similarly altered segments are adjacent in a single profile or separated 

by <500 kb, the entire region spanned by the segments is considered to be an altered. 

3. Altered segments or spans <20 Mb are retained as “informative spans” for defining 

discrete locus boundaries.  

4. Informative spans only are compared across samples to identify overlapping amplified 

or deleted regions and each is called an “overlap group.” 

5. Overlap groups are divided into separate groups wherever the recurrence rate falls 

<25% of the peak recurrence for the whole group.  Recurrence is calculated by counting 

the number of samples with alteration at threshold (±0.4). 

6. MCRs are defined as contiguous spans within an overlap group, having at least 75% of 

the peak recurrence. If there are more than three MCRs in a locus, the whole region is 

reported as a single complex MCR. In cases where MCRs were defined by two 

overlapping CNAs, MCR inclusion in the final list and boundary definition was subjected 

to individual review. 

Quantitative PCR, Spectral Karyotyping, and Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization.  

Quantitative PCR, Spectral Karyotyping, and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 

was performed as described (1-3). 25 loci with the threshold of log2 ratio > or <0.8 (as 

defined as one of filtering criteria for the inclusion of high priority loci) and 100% (25 of 

25) of these loci were validated using these methodologies (Figure S2, data not shown). 

All primer sequences and experimental conditions are available upon request.   
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Table S1A.  Primary Tumor Description 
 
Table S1B.  Cell Line Description 
 
Table S2. Summary of mutations detected by sequence analysis and 
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Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure S1.  Detailed allelic status in representative primary tumors and cell lines 

used for aCGH analysis. (a) Primary tumor and (b) cell line log2 signal (y axis) of raw 

(black), median (green), and segmented data (red) is plotted along the x axis in 

chromosome order as previously described (1-3). Grey lines delineate a log2 threshold of 

+1 or -1. (c), Allelic status for each representative sample where wild-type and mutant 

status of each indicated gene are denoted by WT and MT, respectively. 

Figure S2.  Validation of the Chromosome 6p21.2-6q12 (50.91-54.32 Mb) CNA.  

Putative boundaries of the chromosome 6p21.2-6q12 CNA (Table 1) in the Colo-201 cell 

line was validated and minimally defined by QPCR and FISH.  Quantitative PCR 

analysis detects relative gain of the ICK-FBX09 locus, box.  Primers span the genomic 

interval beginning with the CRISP3 (Telomere-end) locus and end with the C6orf33 

(Centromere-end) locus.  FISH analysis using the BAC clone RP11-730O11 (red) reveals 

multiple copies of the ICK-FBX09 in Colo-201, but not in LS-123 interphase and 



metaphases cells.  BAC clone RP11-441C14 (green) maps outside the minimal common 

region to chromosome 6p12 (49.7-49.9Mb) and served as an internal control. 


